The Great Wall of Mexico
The Mexican Wall
Trump’s Election campaign in the year of 2016 had promised a Mexican Wall for the border
of Mexico and the USA. Based on these promise, a lot of consideration needs to be taken.
The best way to analyze is to work on the details for which the border needs to be corrected.
Here is some food for thought for the Mexican Wall:
1. Considering a rise of population among Hispanics in the USA, in the bracket of 1215% of the total population, who do not vote, it may be a big factor in demographic
dividend of people in the USA, post 2050, which can necessarily impede the
construction of the Wall, and not to allow limited migrants in the USA to fill the 8-12
USD/ hour bracket in the USA.
2. Statistically, if 30-40 million people are in the USA without any voting rights, coming
mainly from Guatemala, El Savador and Honduras, the Southern border of Mexico
also needs to be filled with a Wall, so that, the migrants coming from these countries
are treated fairly, inside the perimeters. It could mean a huge shift, in terms of wage
and wage charges given in the USA.
3. Issuing of temporary visas for M-1, which supports basic amenities as medical and
public schools, would be advantageous in the long run, where except any voting
rights, work visa under the Homeland Security, would essentially enhance crime
prevention and felony to a large extent. However, if closing the walls, gives a boost to
macroeconomic indicators, it should also take care of micro indicators, as to take
USA to a better wage spectrum, which essentially would mean raising inflation versus
loosing on fiscal prudence. Given the burgeoning non-voting class, it could also mean
a lot of population maths for those who really represent the population.
4. Statistically, felony, however small or large, committed as a crime, around the
borders, or the drug menace slowly entering along the Mexican border, actually
requires a dialogue, inviting the President of Mexico, in the White House. Drugs, in
any quanta, flowing through the border or inside would actually destroy the real social
fabric of any country, versus the unemployment rise.
5. Taking Republicans and Democrats into confidence, with USD 5-6 billion in cost for
a impervious wall of 2,000 miles along the Southern states, can also entail a
discussion, where Mexico can support the wall, in lieu of military and financial
assistance of around USD 35 billion, where Mexico pledges a lot to work against the
skimpy criminals, and builds a car industry in the Mexico instead of Detroit, and
farmlands in Mexico, instead of a hard border agreements, and also a promise to build
a Southern Mexican Wall.
With ISIS and Kurdish fighters drawing an end for a scaled withdrawal of troops, an
alternate of NAFTA, where free trade agreement can be replaced with another agreement,
where Canada, USA and Mexico can trade amongst each other, exchanging their best
items, and also signing pacts related to borders, would also mean asking for not so costly
labours to work in a new Detroit in Mexico or Canada. Relationship with neighbours,
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however strong a country is, needs to be revised periodically, in any context. People look
for the USA as a responsible country, with a strong bias to guide the world, and we hope,
that the USA does not support any cause only for its own. Military stand-off in Mexico
can be asked by Mexico on an ad-hoc basis, but the only thought is, will the President of
Mexico, the current President of the USA and Canada, sign a bonus for each other!
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